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THEN
In 1952 the radio program
over 85 stations.

AND

NOW

HERALD

OF TRUTH

was inaugurated

Now the broadcast is carried on more than 270 radio stations.
In 1952 there was no such thing as th e HERALD OF TRUTH television program.
In 1954 the television
26 stations.

production

was first a reality

Today more than 60 episodes for television
TV stations.
A new series of 26 films is in production
Baxter.

and carried

on

are being shown on 52

using Bro. Batsell

Barrett

More than two million printed sermons have been mailed in response
to requests.
Over two hundred
courses.
Correspondence
Ukrainian.

congregations

courses

are mailing

are now available

In Feb. 1952 this program
Canada.

HAS

THIS

in English,

Spanish,

was heard only in the United

Today it is heard also in Bermuda,
nal Zone, New Zealand.
HOW

out correspondence

BEEN

Puerto

and

States and

Rico, Philippines,

Ca-

ACCOMPLISHED?

Time and space prevent making a detailed report on how this has
been accomplished but we do feel that you should know that first of
all we believe that it has been brought about as answer to the thousands of prayers brought before the throne of God by consecrated and
devout Christians
throughout
the world. Without His help and the
prayers of saints everywhere we firmly believe that all our efforts would
have been in vain. Through the gifts of individuals and congregations
throughout the na tion and abroad we have been able to pay for the cost
of time, tapes, films, office help, postage and printing. We have tried our
best (we think) to use these funds in a way in which the greatest good
If you have a suggestion to make that you feel
will be accomplished.
will increase this value it will be truly appreciated.
As we go forth in 1960 to do battle against Satan in his every stronghold, let us resolve in our hearts that we negl ect no oppor tunity to
carry the gospel of Christ to the lost of this world through every legitimate means within our re.ach. The Highland elders wish to express
the ir appreciation
t o every one who ha s ha d a part in any way in
preaching the gospel by means of this broadcast.
May the blessings of
our heavenly Father rest upon us all as we labor together in His vineyard.

PROGRAM REACHING MANY WITH GOSPEL
Dear Broth er Reese:
I did not get to talk with you as long as I would have liked to
when I met you at th e H arding lectures, but I want to write you of
the two families I mentioned to you at that time.
We have baptized nine people the latter part of this year due to
their learning the truth a nd le arnin g of the church through the HERALD
OF TRUTH program . Thes e are from two different families. The first
part of the ye ar we had a family of four - moth er, fa ther and two high
school boys-attend
our services one Sunday morning. The mother said
she had been list ening to the program for several months and as a result had stopp ed going to the denomination they had been attending.
She had been a Catholic until after sh e was marri ed, then started to
the church th a t h er husband att end ed, th e Ev a ngelic al and Reformed
church. We had quite a conv ersation with them after services that
day and she pretty well understood what sh e ought to do and she
had lea rned it from your program. Shortly aft er this, the boys began
attending
our Sunday morning classes and servic e, and later the
moth er began attending re gularly . She and the boys were baptized
~n ,August and since that time they have all attended every service of
the church and are very active in the work. The father attends also
and I believe he will obey the truth before long.
The other ,family consists of father, mother and six children. The
father and mother and th e four oldest children were baptized on November 1st . They are a very fine family and it is certainly an inspiration to t alk with them and know th eir appreciation of the truth. They
had gone from one church to another the past several years thinking
each time they had found a church that really taught the Bible, but
as they studied more and compared the teaching with what the Bible
said realized that they hadn't found the right church yet. Then they
happened to hear the HERALD OF TRUTH program one Sunday morning when some of them were sick and could not attend church (the
program is on here at 10 : 30 Sunday morning) . They recogniz ed the
truth as it was present ed on the program and began staying home from
church so they would not miss th e program. Th ey a lso wrot e for the
copies of the sermons and studied and compared them with the Bible.
Soon they be gin attending our services and with a few hours spent
studying with them the six of them were baptized . They are very faithful and consecrated
to the work.
These are some of the reasons that we appr ec iate the HERALD
OF TRUTH and the work that you brethren ar e doing. We are concern ed however that the radio station here, "\VVErr, may not be carrying
this program much lon ger as they have ch anged from ABC to NBC.
In Christian Love,
/s/ Joe Lemmons,
The church of Christ
25 Lawson Road
Rochester 16, New York

Minister
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In the twenty-second
chapter of Matthew we have the se words,
"Then went the Pharis ees, and t ook counsel how they might entangle
Him (Christ) in His talk. And they s ent out unto Him their disciples
with the Herodi a ns, sayin g, Mas ter, we know that thou ar t true, and
tea ches t the way of God in truth, n eith er carest thou for an y man: for
th ou rega rde st not the pe rson of men . Tell us therefore, What thinkest
thou? Is it lawful to give tribute unto Caesar, or not? But Je sus perceiv ed th eir wick edness, and said, Wh y tempt ye Me, ye hypocrites?
Sh ew Me the tribut e money. And they brought unto Him a penny. And
H e said unto them, W hose is this image and superscription?
They said
unto Him, Caesars . Then saith He unto them, Render therefore unto
Caes ar the things which are Caesar's; and unto God the things that
are God's. (Matthew 22:15-21).

I

l

When Christ came into the world, Palestine was a Roman province,
and Caesar was its master. The Jews were a proud and independent
peop le, and it was galling to them to h ave th e yoke of a for eign despot
about their necks. Many of the Jews advocated war as a means of
breaking the Roman yoke. It was with this situation in mind that the
Pharisees asked Christ, "Is it lawful to give tribute unto Caesar?"
They did not ask this question for information. They sought to
get Him into a dilemma . If He should ad vise that they pay tribute to
Juliu s Caesar they could twist these words t o mean that He advocated
the worshipping of the emperor, for the Romans called him Divine
Julius. This would turn all the Jews aga inst Him. If He should advise
them not to pay tribute to Caesar, the Pharisees would report Him to
the Romans as a disloyal subject of the emperor.
Christ's answer to the question, "Is it lawful to pay tribute unto
Caesar" is a classic. It emphasizes that Christians are citizens of two
worlds and that they have a twofold obligation. Jesus expressed the
duti es of this dual citiz enship in the words, "Render therefore unto
Caes ar the things which are Caesar's; and unto God the things that
are God's ."
There is no danger of conflict between our loyalties to God and
country as long as we have a free church in a free state. But when the
government seeks to restrain and control churches, or when a denoml ·
nation attempts to dominate the affairs of state, a violent conflict of
loyalties is the result . This condition never arises where there is no
organic relation of Chri stian church and civil government. The two inPage 5
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stitutions should complement each other in the service of humanity
each doing its own work and respecting the other.

by

When the church was first established the Roman state made every
effort to suppress it. Nero, Domitian, Trajan, and Valerian bathed the
Roman Empire with the blood of Christians. Under Diocletian, who became emperor in 284, church buildings were destroyed, Bibles were
burned, and evangelists were imprisoned, and tortured. The persecution
of Diocletian represented
the last vain effort of the Roman state to
destroy the church. As history proved before and after, the state could
not conquer Christianity by force.
The emperor Constantine learned this lesson, and so he set out to
conquer the church by collaboration, and corruption. He professed an
acceptance of Christianity, and in the year 311 he issued an edict of
toleration to Christians "on conditon that nothing is done by them
contrary to discipline." In 312 the famous Edict of Milan was issued
which provided "that liberty of worship shall not be denied to any, but
th at the mind and will of every individual shall be free to manage divine affai rs ac cordin g to his own choice" (History
of Christianity
in
the Light of Modern Knowledge, London, Blackie and Son, 1929, p. 481).
It is generally conceded by scholars that Constantine's
actions were
primarily motivated, not by sympathy for Christianity, but by political
considerations. He made religion an en gine of state policy for the purpose of unifying his complex empire. As Pontifex Maximus of the nonChristian state religion, h e uf course had exclusive power to control its
administration
and determine
its cours e. Constantine
showed no
hesitation
in exercising the same control of the newly recognized
Christian religion and according it the same favors previously enjoyed
by its predecessor.
With the favors thus accord ed Christianity by the state there came
the price which religion must always pay for state favors-state
interference in religious affairs; Constantine called and dismissed church
m ee tings, and enforced unity of belief and practice. Thus the church
was put in a straight jacket and made to do the bidding of the State.
This unscriptural marria ge between church and state corrupted the
church . Where as, she ha d, until so recently, been the persecuted, she
now asked the state to persecute those who disagreed with her. For
example, when Nestor was consecrated Bishop of Constantinople,
he
preached a sermon to the Emperor Theodosius in which he said: "Give
me, my Prince, the earth purged of heretics, and I will give you heaven
as a recompense. Assist me in destroying heretics, and I will assist
you in vanquishing the Persians"
(Religious
Liberty:
An Inquiry, M.
Searle Bates, New York and London, International
Missionary Councll,
1945, p. 134).
These pleas were heeded by the emperors. Those branded as
heretics by the state church were forbidden to build church buildings,
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hold religious assemblies, or teach their convictions even privately.
Pagans were required to hear instructions
in the churches, were subject to exile if they refused baptism, and to death if, after recelvtng
baptism, they lapsed into pagan rites.
Leading churchmen of that day tried to justify these coercive measures. Tertullian argued that, "Heretics may properly be compelled,
not enticed to duty. Obstinacy must be correct, nor coaxed" (Religious
Liberty:
An Inquiry, pp 137,138). Augustine, of Hippo, argued that compulsion in such cases was benevolent, "for what is a worse killer of
the soul than freedom to err" (Ibid., p. 139). Augustine's influence on the
course of religious liberty and the relationship of church and state can
hardly be measured. As a result of his teaching, "The principle that
religious unity ought to be imposed in one way or another dominates
the whole of the Christian Middle Ages and finds a concise and rigorous
sanction in civil as well as in ecclesiastical
legislation"
(Religious .
Liberty, by Francesco Fuffini, London, William and Norgate, 1912, p. 36).
Because of Augustine, more than any other person, "the Medieval'
Church was intolerant, was the source and author of persecution, jus tified and defended the most violent measures which could be taken ,
against those who differed from it" (The Christian Church and Liberty, .
by Alexander J. Carlyle, London, J. Clarke, 1924, p. 96).
The partnership
between the church and state continued to the ·
point that the church dictated to the state. Bishop Gelasius I, writing
to the emperor in 496, staked out the church's mighty claim of the ,
future. He said, "There are two things most august emperior, by which
this world is chiefly ruled: the sacred authority of the priesthood and
royal power. Of these two the priests carry the greater weight, because
they will have to render account in the divine judgement even for the
kings of men" (Religious Liberty: An Inquiry, pp. 135, 136).
After Rome fell in 476 the church grew in power until it claimed,
not equality, but superiority to the states. The claim first made by
Gelasius, and symbolized by Leo's crowning of Charlemagne, became
the church's accepted principle of its relationship to the state In the -.
Middle ages. "The union of church and state, as viewed by the church,
was not a union of the state in the church" (Church, State and Freedom,
by Leo Pfeffer, The Beacon Press, Boston, p. 15). The classic statement of the church's view of the relationship
was made by Thomas
Aquinas in the 13th century in these words: "The highest aim of
mankind is eternal happiness . To this chief aim of mankind all earthly ·
aims must be subordinated. This chief aim cannot be realized through ,
human directions alone but must obtain divine assistance which is only ·
to be obtained through the Church. 'l'herefore the State, through which ,
earthly aims are obtained, must be subordinated to the Church. Church ,
and St ate are as two swords which God ha s given to Christendom for ·
protection; both of these, however, are given by Him to the Pope and i
the temporal sword by Him handed to the rulers of the State" (Rell gious

Liberty:

An Inquiry,

p. 140).
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Probably the most dramatic and well-known chapter in the church's
struggle for supremacy over the state is the head-on contest between
Hildebrand and Emperor Henry IV in the 11th century. On Hildebrand's
asc end a nc y to the headship of his church, he reas serted the claim of
uapal supremacy. Declaring that "the Pontiff alone is able to bind and
to loose, to give and take away, according to the merits of each man,
e'mpires, kingdoms, duchies, countships , and the possessions of all men,"
he ordered Henry to conform to his decree that bishops receive their
staff of offi ce from him and not from the Emperor. Henry refused to
comply, and Hildebrand excommunicated him. The Emperor at first remained defiant, but his defiance did not last. Henry's nobles gave him
a year to obtain release from excommunication
and warned him that
failure would result in his losing the throne.
The king cros sed the alps and followed Hildebrand to his castle
at Canossa, where for three days he stood in the snow of the courtyard, barefooted and dressed in penitential white, until the churchman
finally admitted him to an audience and released him from his excommunication.
Innocent reiterated the church's claim of supremacy over princes.
He informed the Patriarch of Constantinople
that "the Lord left to
Peter (the Pope) the government not of the church only but of the
whole world" (Church, State and Freedom, p. 16). During Innocent's
lifetime he was supreme temporal chi ef of the Italian state, the Spanish
peninsula, the Scandinavian states, Hungary, Bohemia, Poland, Servia,
Bosnia, Bulgaria, and the Chri stia n st ate of Syria. ( Encyclopaedia
Britannica, 14th ed ., XIII, p. 695).
When a conflict arose between Boniface VIII and King Philip the
Fair of France, Philip convoked the first French States-General, with
representation
from clergy, nobility, and commoners. When the StatesGeneral pledged its support to the king, Boniface issued his famous
bull, Un am Sanctum, containing the words: "We declare, state, define,
and pronounce that it is altogether necessary to salvation for every
human creature to be subject to the Rom an pontiff" (Documents of the
Christian
Church, Henry Bettenson, Oxford University Press, New York
and London, 1947, p. 163).
In the fourteenth century one great voice was raised against the
union of church and state. Marsilius of Padua wrote, "The rights of
citizens are independent of the faith they profe ss; and no man may be
punished for his religion" (Acton, "History of Freedom in Christianity,"
in Essays on Freedom and Power, p. 65). He taught that eternal salvation could not be achieved by compulsion, and that the church has
no right to mete out physical punishment for heresy.
But the spirit that pervaded the Middle Ages reflected the thinking
not of Marsilius but of Augustine and Aquinas, who taught that salvation
'()OUldbe achieved through compulsion, and that persecution of heretics
was not merely the right but the holy duty of the church. Thus, for
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example, in Iceland in the year 1000, the entire population was made
Christian by law, and all who had not previously accepted baptism
were required to do so. The knights who conquered the Baltic seacoast
likewise forced Christianity
on the natives, in order to insure their
salvation in eternity. (See Bates, pp 14'.!, 143 and Pfeffer, p. 18). The
bloodbaths a nd massacres suffered by the Jews at the hands of the
Crusaders were motivated partly to effect their conversion to Christianity.
But the major victims of church-sanctioned
religious persecutions
were the people who were looked upon as unorthodox Christians. Augustine preached that heresy was worse than murder, because it destroyed
the soul rather than the body. Aquinas added that the counterfeiting ot
God's truth was worse than forging the prince's coin (which was punishable by death), and that "the sin of heresy separates man from God
more than all other sins and, therefore, is to be punished more severely"
(Bates, pp. 142, 143). Fortified by the ju stific a tions of Augustine and
Aquinas, the church developed its law against heresy. The state cooperated by reviving the Roman law, and in one country after another,
death was prescribed as the penalty of heresy.
In the second quarter of the thirteenth century the Inquisition was
established . "Its purpose was the discovery and extermination
of
heresy, and the responsibility
for its operation was assigned to the
Dominican order. The Dominicans travelled from place to place. Arriving in a town, they addressed its inhabitants,
called on them to
confess if they were heretics, or to denounce those whom they knew
to be heretics. A period of grace, not exceeding one month, was given.
Those who confessed were treated with varying degrees of leniency,
ranging from dispensation
of all punishment to exemption from the
death penalty.
"At the end of the grace period, the inquisition proper began. The
procedure was secret and arbitrary. External acts of piety and professions of faith were disregarded.
No ordinary rules of procedure or
evidence were applied. The accused was surprised by a sudden summons and imprisoned on suspicion. The judge and the prosecutor were
the same person, and the accused was presumed to be guilty. While he
had the right to demand a written account of the offense with which
he was charged, he could not learn the names of the witnesses who
denounced him. If a witness who testified against the accused retracted
his testimony, he was subject to punishment, but his evidence stood.
"If the accused confessed and denounced relatives or friends, he
became reconciled to the church and escaped the extreme penalties. If
he did not, he was to be subjected to torture, which was officially approved by the church in the bull Ad extirpanda, issued by Innocent IV
in 1252. In addition, it wa s permissable for the Inquisitor to torture
witnesses in order to obtain evidence against the accused. There was,
of course, no lawyer for the defense; anyone daring to defend the
accused would himself have been held guilty of heresy.
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"In view of this procedure, it is hardly surprising that no one was
ever acquitted. Indeed, though the authoritative textbook for Inquisitors
set forth a formula for complete a cquittal , it warned that the formula
should never or very rarely be employ ed. Trial was inevitably followed
by sentence, which ranged from penances and fasting to life imprisonment and death by fire. Serious punishment always was accompanied
by confiscation
of the accused 's property for division between the
secular authorities and the church ; and the operation of the Inquisition
becam e hi ghly profitable for both prince a nd pontiff" (Church, State,
and Freedom, Leo Pfeffer, p. 19).
The church in the Middle Ages justified it s p er secution of reli gious
dissenters by saying, "The fact that the Church does so is sufficient
proof that she is justified in doing so" (The Irish and Catholic Power,
by Paul Blanshard, p. 322).
So far as we h ave b ee n able to determin e from our readin g of the
New Te stament, the Lord did not authorize His chur ch to persecute men
who disagreed with her, or members who forsook her. In writing to
Titus the apostle Paul said , "A man that is an heretick after the first
and second admonition reject," and in his letter to the Thessalonians,
Paul said, "If any man obey not our word by this epistle, note that
man, and have no company with him," but no apostle ever gave
instructions
that such a person should be punished physically. (See
Titus 3:10 and 11 and IIThessalonians
3:14). In fact, the Lord says of
a man from whom the church has been forced to withdraw its fellowship,
''Yet count him not as an enemy, but admonish him as a brother"
(II Thessalonians
3: 6-,15). After reading these sacred Scriptures, can
you conceive of Christ being pleased with His professed followers when
they imprison and torture men whose convictions are different from
their own?
It is very serious for any organized religious group to stamp its
teaching with the label of infallibility, and then brand as heretics all
who disagree. The highest religious court in Isreal brought this charge
against Christ, and by enlisting the aid of the state, the Sanhedrin
put Him to death . Paul's life was endangered a number of times by
religionists who branded him a heretic. To Felix, the Roman Governor,
he said, "I confess unto thee, that after the way which they call heresy,
so worship I the God of my fathers, believing all things which are written in the law and in the prophets" (Acts 24: 14). If the state had con·nived with the Pharisees, they would have taken Paul's life.
It is impossible for the church to imprison, and punish heretics
until it turns the state into an engine of church policy. It is as wrong
for the state to become a tool for the church as it is for the c\hurch to
be m ade an instrume nt of the st at e. The Lord est ablish ed the church to
proclaim the gospel throughout the world, and He ord~ined the state
to punish criminals and to ma int ain the peace. To umte church and
state is to disobey the Lord, and to endanger the rights of every
citizen in our land .

CHURCH AND STATE NO. 2
ABC and

MBS

Networks

James D. Willeford
Radio Sermon

No. 415

January

10, 1960

When Christ stood before Pilate, He said, "My kingd om is not of
this world: if my kingdom were of this world, then would my servants
fight, that I should not be delivered to the Jews: but now is My kingdom
not from hence. Pilate therefore said unto Him, Art thou a king then?
Jesus answered, Thou sayest that I am a king. To this end was I born,
and for this cause came I into the world, that I should bear witness
unto the truth. Everyone that is of the truth heareth my voice. Pilate
saith unto Him, What is truth? And when he had said this, he went out
again unto the Jews, and saith unto them, I find in Him no fault at
all" (John 18 : 36-38).
After the Roman Governor questioned Christ, and listened to His
accusers face to face, he announced, "I can find no fault in this man."
And from that moment Pilate sought to release the Lord, "but the
Jews cried out, saying, If thou let this man go, thou art not Caesar's
friend: whosoever maketh himself a king speaketh against Caesar"
(John 19:12). The Jewish leaders tried to persuade Pilate that Christ
was Caesar's rival, and that His kingdom would be a threat to the
- Roman Government.
But the Lord refuted this charge when He said,
"My kingdom is not of this world."
In this statement the Son of God has forever established the principle of the separation of church and state. The state has nothing to
fear from the church for the Lord's kingdom is spiritual.
Its work
pertains to the souls of men, and it must not dominate nor interfere
with the affairs of the state. It may leaven the state for good by teaching its individual citizens, but it has no divine right to dictate state
policies. Its sole power in this world is a godly influence upon the lives
of men and women. The church of Christ does not need the sword of
man for it has the sword of the Spirit. As Paul said to the church at
Corinth, "The weapons of our warfare are not carnal, but mighty
through God to the pulling down of strong holds; Casting down imaginators, and every high thing that exalteth itself against the knowledge
of God, and bringing into captivity every thought to the obedience of
Christ" (II Corinthians 10: 4,5).
The kingdom of Christ was established to change the thoughts
of men, and this divine work is done through the proclamation of the
gospel. Its message is the power of God unto salvation, and it needs
no other power. It has no scriptural right to enlist th e aid of the state
in an effort to extend its borders.
Page 11
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Ev~ry zealou s. Christi a n has a burnin g de sire to spread the gospel
of Christ, and thi s 1s nat ur al for Christi anity ma k es missionaries
of
men . Thi s is on e of its divin e char acte risti cs , but this trai t must not be
abus ed. "W_e_must con te nd earnestly for th e faith , but our contending
must be hm1ted to the field of mor al pe rsu asi on. Our zeal must never
lead us to the use of force for compulsi on ca n never lead to true conversion.
We lament the fact that some profes sed Christians have had a
zeal of God which was not according to knowledge.
As Paul said
of Israel, "They being ignor ant of God's ri ght eousness, and goin g
about to establish their own righteousness,
have not submitted themselves unto th e ri ghteousne ss of God" (Romans 10:3).
A man a s
gre at and as good a s Martin Luther let his zeal obscure hi s spiritual
vision. On one occ a sion he said, "Hereti cs are not to be disputed
wit h, but to be condemned unheard, and whilst they perish by fire the
~aithful ought to pursue the evil to its source, and bathe their h~nds
m the blood of Catholic bishops, and of the Pope , who is a devil
in disgui se" (Acton, "The Protestant
Theory of Persecution,"
In
Essays on Freedom

and Power.

p. 92).

Luther's disciple, Melanchthon, like his master, also taught that
dissenting sects ought to be put down by the sword, and that any
person who stated new opinions ought to be punished with death.
He taught that the state is morally obligated to persecute heretics, because dissent from orthodoxy is a crime, which is to be declared by
the cler gy and punished by the prince (Acton, pp 103-105).
When John Calvin established this theocracy in Geneva he used
the state to enforce the will of the church.
In his "community of
saints," absence from the sermon was a crime, and to miss partaking of the Lord's supper was penalized by banishment
for a year.
Criticism of the so-called clergy was included in the crime of blasphemy and blasphemy was punishable by death . In deed, according to
Calvin and his close a sso ciate Beza, denial that blasphemy is punishable by death was itself the equivalent of blasphemy. They said, "Whoever shall now contend that it is unjust to put heretics and blasphemers
to death, will, knowingly, incur their very guilt" (Bates, p. 157).
In his passion to destroy heresy, Calvin did not hesitate to cooperate with the Inquisition. When Servetus was tried by the Inquisition in France, Calvin furnished the Inquisitors
with evidence that
helped secure his condemnation.
Servetus escaped to Geneva, where
he was denounced by Calvin and sentenced to death by the town council
(Bates, p. 157).
When Henry IV of France issued his famous Edict of Nantes
which assured the Huguenots fre edom of con sc ience, and the right
to worship publicly in specified regions, Clemente VIII branded the
edict as "the most ac cused thing that can be imagined, whereby lib·
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~rty of conscience is granted to everybody,
m the world" (Pfeffer, p. 24).
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which is the worst

thing

Lord Bryce of England maintains that half the wars of Europe,
have
half the internal troubles that have vexed European countries
arisen from theological differences or from rival claims of chur~h and
Vol. II, p. 763).
state (See American Commonwealth,
The church-state concept was not confined to Europe. Before the
adoption of our Constitution we had a union of church and state in
our own country . The Puritans who governed Massachusetts
said they
came to New England to establish a Bible commonwealth
a community "under a due form of gov ernment both civil and ecciesiastical."
By 1635 the General Court of Massachusetts
assumed the power ot
r egulating the affairs of the local churches and passing on the qualifications of preachers and elders.
The Court justified its acts on the
basis that, "The civil authority
... hath power and liberty to see the
peace, ordinances, and rules of Christ obser ved in every Church , according to His word. . . . It is the duty of the Christian magistrate
to take care that the people be fed with wholesome and sound doctrine" (The Rise of Religious Liberty in America, by Sanford H. Cobb,
New York, The Macmillan Company , 1902, p. 174) .
The Puritans took their church-state doctrine to the point of persecuting those who disagreed with them . They adopted a series of legislative acts against the "cursed sect of heretics which are common ly called Quakers" and their "pestilent heresy."
Under these laws,
any Quaker coming into the colony was to be thrown into jail, whip' ped with twenty stripes, and kept at work until banished or transported (Cobb, p. 216). A group of king's commissioners
sent from London to investigate conditions in the colonies reported in 1661 that
"Puritans have put many Quakers to death, of other provinces . First
they banished them as Quakers upon pain of death, and then executed them for returning.
They have beaten some to jelly and been exceedingly cruel to others" (History
of Biggotry
In the United States,
by Gustavus Myers, New York , Random House, 1943, p. 5).
The religious wars which plagued Europe during the 16th and 17th
centuries were a matter of history when America declared its independence from the Old World, but their memory was still vivid In
the minds of the Constitutional
Fathers.
As the United States Supreme Court has expressed it: "The centuries
immediately
before
and contemporaneous
with the colonization
of America had been
filled with turmoil, civil strife, and persecution,
generated in large
part by established
sects determined
to maintain
their absolute
political and religious supremacy. With the power of government supporting them, at various times and places, Catholics had persecuted
Protestants,
Protestants
had persecuted
Catholics, Protestant
sects
had persecuted other Protestant
sects, Catholics of one shade of belief had persecuted Catholics of another shade of belief and all these
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had from time to time persecuted Jews . In efforts to force loyalty
to whatever religious group happened to be on top and in league
with the government of a particular time and place, men and women
had been fined, cast in jail, cruelly tortured and killed. Among the
offenses for which these punishments had been inflicted were such
thin gs as spea kin g disres pect fully of the views of ministers of government-established
churches, nonattendance
at those churches, expr essions of non-belief in their doctrines, and failure to pay taxes and
tithes to support them"
(People ex rel. Everson vs. Board of Education, 330 US I 1947).
This statement of our Supreme Court sums up the entire history
of church -stat e relations in Europe up to the time our Constitution
was adopted. It points up the fact that, with minor exceptions, the
history of church-state relationships was a history of pers ecution, oppression, hatred, bloodshed, and war, all in the name of· the God of
love and of the Prince of Peace. It also points up the unscrupulous
use of religion by secular powers to promote their purposes and policies, and the willing acceptance of that rule by the guardian of religion in exchange for the favors and benefits whi ch ambitious princes
conferred in exchange for religion's invaluable service.
It was with this background in mind that our Founding Fathers
wrote our Constitution and the Bill of Rights . They did not want a
repetition in this country of what had happened in Europ e, and so
they carefully withheld from the new national government any power to deal with religion. As James Madison said, the national government had no "jurisdiction" over religion or any "shadow of right to
lntermeddle'' with it.

But the people in several states, knowing the dangers involved
in a union of church and state, would ratify the Constitution until
they were promised that an amendment would be add ed which specifically forb ade an y connection between church and state.
The very
first amendment they added to the Constitution
reads, "Congress
shall make no laws respecting an establishment
of religion or prohibiting the free exercise thereof."
As one great American jurist has said: "The manifest object of
th e men who framed the institutions of this country, was to have a
State without religion and a Church without politics-that
is to say,
they meant that one should never be used as an engine for the purposes of the other ...
For that . re a son they built up a wall of complete and perfe ct partition between the two" ( Essays and Speeches,
Jeremi ah S. Black, New York, D. Appleton and Co., 1885, p. 53).
Mr. Justice Rutledge of the Supreme Court says, "We have st ak ed
the very existence of our country on the faith that complete separation between the state and religion is best for the state and best for
religion" (Pfeffer, p. 476).
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Justice Rutledge's observation is substantiated
by the facts. Un- ·
der our system of mutual independence of church and government, ·
religion has flourished in this country to an extent unparalleled elsewhere. By 1830 Alexis DeTocqueville, the French st i:dent of American
institutions, could say that "there is no country in the whole world in
which the Christian religion retains a ·greater influence over the
souls of men than in America" (Democracy in America, by Alexis De
Tocqueville, 1851, I p. 332).
Lord Brye of England · says, "the influence of Christianity seems
to be . . . great er and more widespread in th e Unit ed States than
in any part of western continental Europe , and I think greater than
in England" (Bryce, II, p. 561) .
Philip Schaff, the church historian, says, "The American ·nation
is as religious and as Christian as any nation on earth, and in some
respects even more so, for the very reason that the profession and
support of religion are left entirely free" (Philip Schaff, "Church and
Stat e in the United States," Pape r s of the American Historical Society ,
1888, p. 137).
The principle of separation of church and state has long been
recognized as the chief glory of the American Republic.
Dr. Winthrop S. Hudson has stated in his thought-provoking book, The Great
"Separation of church and state
Tradition
of the American
Churches:
has the additional virtue of guaranteeing
the freedom of a church
to be a church. to determine its own life, and to appeal to a 'higher
law' than the statutory enactment of the state. For this reason alone.
if for no oth er reason, the separ ation of church and stat e ought reso lutely to be guarded" (page 262).
But the best evidence of our forefathers'
wisdom in separating
church and state lies in the simple statistic that whereas in 1790 not
more than one out of eight Americans and possibly as few as one
out of twenty-five belonged to any church, today at least one out of
every two Americans is a church member. (Pfeffer p. 148).
In contr a st with this picture in America, I have just received a
letter from one of our missionaries in Germany which paints a different pictu r e. Th e missionary says, "We have two main and great bodiea
of religious people: the Catholics and the Lutherans which · are bota
state chur ches. That means that a church tax of 10% of your income tax is deducted from the monthly wa ge and goes either to the Catholic or Lutheran church dependin g on the employee's confession ..
Church building s are built and paid for by the state out of this fun <i\
and the pastors or priests are paid by the state. A little more than ,
50% of the popul ation of Germany belongs to the Lutheran and Protest-..
ant groups, the rest is Catholic.
Although very many people pa y,,
their church tax and are sprinkled as infants, married as grownups,
and buried by their respective church, which they very seldom visit
after their first communion or their confirmation, it is only an ex•
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tremely low persentage of German people who are active members of
any church in the sense that they go to ,church on Sundays. Only 10%
go to church at all and maybe half of those go more than once a year.
This presents, of course, a completely different situation from the
USA, where a much greater part of the people are church-going people" (Letter to Highland church of Christ from Rene Chenaux-Repond).
When we consider the good fruit which has been borne in this
-country by the separation of church and state, we wonder why anyone
could clamor for a union of the two. However, subtle efforts are being made to bring about such a union, and we plan to study those
efforts in our next lesson.
Wherever the church or state seeks to use the other as an engine for its own purpose-that
is, wherever a state or church pierces
the wall of separation
between them-religious
freedom inevitably
suffers. Leo Pfeffer, in his book Church, State and Freedom, observes
that Mussolini found no difficulty in according state support to religion, for he effectively used the church as an engine for his pur_poses. The Soviet government finds no difficulty in conferring on its
,church state support, for it also uses the church as an engine for state
,purposes.
Conversely in Spain, another totalitarian
state, the church
-uses the state as an engine to further its own purposes" (page 122).
By the use of state machinery the state church of Spain will not
ll)ermit the members of minority religious groups to perform any acts
'Which can be considered the public exercise of their religion.
The
'-chapels used by these
groups may not display any exterior evidence
that they are places of worship. They may not advertise their existence
-not even by a bulletin board. They may not be listed in the public
"-directories,
and generally must be situated in narrow side streets.
'They may not publish or import Bibles or other religious books for
,general circulation, and they must secure special permits to print such
,books for their own use. They may not open new churches or reopen
dosed ones without specific license, which may be, and are, refused
without stated reason.
Public religious demonstrations,
proselytizing,
are ' forbidden (See New York Tribune, February
and propagandizing
23, 1949; Garrison, p. 1234, Religious News Service, May 17, 1949;
The Christian
Century, August 23, 1952, p. 966; Religious News Service, June 19, 1950).
Jews in Spain are regarded as less of a menace than Protestants,
but are subject to substantially
the same restrictions
of their religious liberty. Private worship is unrestricted,
but public worship and
-exterior signs on synagogues are forbidden.
Official permits to open
:new synagogues
are required,
and these are frequently
withheld
"{Batoes, p. 20; The Tablet, February 4, 1950, p. 1).
An article in a recent issue of Look Magazine appraises the situa1\:ion in Spain in these words, "Freedom of speech, press, assembly and
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worship are not tolerated.
There is no habeas corpus. Trial by jury
is neither prompt nor fair. Laws are decreed, not voted. Force rules"
(Vol. 15, No. 3, January 30, 1951).
·
A church-state tie-up always implies the use of ·force for a state
exists to forcibly maintain the law. If the church does not intend
to use the state as an instrument to enforce its will, why should it
be tied to the state?

,.
~

"In America it has been demonstrated that organized religions, al-'
though differing greatly from each other, may not only exist but actually flourish side by side in a free society with no effective threat
to democratic government and without government support or control.
Likewise it has been demonstrated
that a government of the people, by the people, for the people can govern a free society without including organized religions in its concern . History has demonstrated
the advantages that accrue to a nation-its
government , and its people-where
separation of church and state exist, and where religion
is voluntary" (Signs of the Times, November 10, 1943).
On the basis of Scripture,
conclude that religious liberty
are completely separated.

and the American experiment, we must
is most secure where church and state

HAPPY TO SUPPORT PROGBAM!
Brethreh:
This Cengregation is very happy to have the OJ?portunity ,of supporting
such a program as "The Herald of. Truth". At our last business meeting
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In writing to the Christians in Rome the apostle Paul said, "Let
every soul be subject unto the higher powers. For there is no power
but God: the powers that be are ordained of God. Whosoever therefore resisteth
the power, resisteth
the ordinance of God: and they
t;hat resist shall receive to themselves damnation . For rulers are not
a terror to good ·works, but to the evil. Wilt thou then not be afraid
of the power? do that which is good, and thou shalt have praise of the
same: For he 1s the minister of God to thee for good. But if thou
do that which is evil, be afraid; for he beareth not the sword in vain:
for he is the minister of God, a revenger to execute wrath upon him
that doeth evil" (Romans 13: 1-4).
This Scripture sets forth the divine origin of the State, and the
purpose of civil government.
God ordained the powers that be to
maintain the peace, and to protect the rights of every citizen.
It is our obligation as Christians
to obey respectfully
the law of
the land.
The Lord says, "Submit yourselves to every ordinance of
man for the Lord's sake: whether it be to the king as supreme;
Or
unto governors, as unto them that are sent by him for the punishment
of evildoers, and for the praise of them that do well. For so is the
will of God" (I Peter 2: 13-15). In his letter to Timothy, the apostle
Paul said, "I exhort therefore, that, first of all, supplications,
prayers,
intercessions,
and giving of thanks, be made for all men; For kings,
and for all that are in authority;
that we may lead a quiet and
peaceable life in all godliness and honesty" (I Timothy 2: 1-2).

The State has every divine right to maintain law and order for the
sake of good government, and for the benefit of all its citizens . However, the Lord does not give the State the right to force the conscience
of man. In the first century the higher powers tried to stop the apostles
from preaching, but these ambassadors
of Christ replied, "We must
obey God rather than men" (Acts 5: 29).
As Thomas Jefferson
has said, "The care of every man's soul
belongs to himself.
But what if he neglect the care of it? Well, what
if he neglect the care of his health or estate, which more clearly relate
to the state. Will the magistrate make a law that he shall not be poor
or sick?
Laws provide against injury from others, but not from
ourselves.
God himself will not sav e men against their wills ....
"
(Church, State, and Freedom, by Leo Pfeffer , p. 94).
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COLORADO

ALASKA

Fairbanks
..........KFRB 8: 30 a.m.
Sitka ..................KFRD 9: 00 p.m.
(Wednesday)
Kokiak ............AFRTS (Sun. p.m.)
ALABAMA

Anniston ... ......WHMA 1:00 p.m.
Auburn ..............WAUD 1:30 p.m.
Bay Minette ...... WBCA 12:30 p.m.
Birmingham
....WATV 8:30 a.m.
Clanton ............ WKLF
Decatur
.............WAJF
8:00 a.m.
Decatur
.....WMSL 4:35 p.m.
Dothan
...... WOOF 12: 30 p.m.
Eufaula
.....WULA 4:35 p.m.
Flomaton ........... WTCB 8: 30 a.m.
Florence
....WOWL 4:00 p.m.
1: 00 p.m.
Foley
...........WHET
Geneva
WGEA
Sylacuaga
....WFEB
4: 35 p.m.
Talladega
....WHTB 1: 00 p.m.
(Saturday)
Troy
.......WTBF 4: 35 p.m.
...WNPT
Tuscaloosa
ARIZONA

Bisbee ..................KSUN
Flagstaff ..............KCLS
Sierra Vista ......KHFH

9:00 a.m.
8:00 a.m.
1:30p.m.

ARKANSAS

Bly the ville
...KLCN
Camden ............KAMD
Corning ............... KCCB
Fayetteville
... KF A Y
Fort Smith ....... KFSA
Jonesboro ..........KBTM
Little Rock ....... KARK
McGehee
........KVSA
Paragould
..........KDRS
Prescott
KTP A

8:30
4:35
1:30
7:05
9:00
4:35
5:30
9:00
6:30

a.m.
p.m.
p.m.
a.m.
p.m.
p.m.
p.m.
a.m.
p.m .

7:35
3:30
5:35
3:30
7:00
3:30
8:30

a.m.
p.m.
p.m.
p.m.
p.m.
p.m.
p.m.

CALIFORNIA

Chico
..... KPAY
Los Angeles ..... KABC
Paso Robles ... KPRL
San Francisco ...... KGO
San Luis Obispo KVEC
Stockton
............ KWG
San Diego ..............KGB

Denver

..................KOSI

8:00 a.m.

CONNECTICUT

New London
Torrington

....WNCL
........WTOR

6:35 p.m.
(EDT)
5:35 p.m.
(EDT)

FLORIDA

Jacksonville
......WPDQ
Miami
......WMIE
Milton .................WSRA
New Smyrna
Beach ... ..........WSBB
Tampa ...............WSUN
Winter Haven ....WSIR

8:30 a.m.
5: 30 p.m.
2: 00 p.m.
5: 35 p.m.
7:30 a.m.
6:35 p.m.
(EDT)

GEORGIA

..WALB
. WWCC
... .WGIG
.WBHF

Albany
Bremen
Brunswick
Cartersville

....WPNX
....WMJM

Columbus
Cordele

..

Fitzgerald
Griffin
Hinesville
LaGrange
Rome
Thomson
Valdosta

......WBHB
..WKEU
..... WGML
....WLAG '
.. WLAQ
.... ....WTWA
..WGOV

2:30 p .m.
8: 30 a.m.
6:30 p.m.
6: 35 p.m.
(EDT)
1: 30 p.m.
6 :35p.m.
(EDT)
7:35 a.m.
9:00
7:15
6:35
2:30

a.m.
I?.m .
p.m .
p.m .

IDAHO

Albion
....KMVC
Idaho Falls ... ........ KID
Nampa ................KFDX
Jerome
......KART
Rupert
....KAYT

8: 00 a.m.
1: 30 p.m.
8:30 a .m.
9:00 a.m.

ILLINOIS

Chicago

... WLS

1: 30 p .m.

Lafayette
..W ASK
North Vernon ...WOCH
Vincennes ........ W AOV

9: 35 a.m.
8:30 a.m.
5: 35 p.m.

IN DIANA

This list is not 100% correct due to frequent changes.
All times are Sunday unless otherwise
Indicated.
Check your local newspaper or radio station for times not listed.

IOWA

Fort Dodge
Sioux City

........KVFD
8: 05 a.m.
KSCJ 10: 30 p.m.

KANSAS

Saline

................. KSAL

7: 35 a.m.

KENTUCKY

Bowling Green WKCT
Corbin
..............WCTT
Danville .. . . ..WHIR
Hopkinsville
....WKOA
Madisonville
....WFMW
Mayfield ... ... ....WNGO
Paducah
....WP AD
Paintsville
...WSIP
Pikeville
..... WPKE
Somerset
........ .WSFC

1: 30 p.m.
7:35 p.m.
5:35 p.m.
7:15 a .m.
6:35 p.m.
2:30 p.m.
8 : 30 a.m.
4:35 p.m.
6: 35 p .m.
4: 35 p.m.

LOUISIANA

Bogalusa
... ....WIKC
5: 35 p.m.
Monroe .............. KMLB 10:00 p.m.
Shreveport
..KRMD
1: 30 p.m ..
Winnfield
... KVOL
8: 00 a.m.
MARYLAND

Hagerstown

St. Joseph
St. Louis

.......... KRES
........ WEW

6:35 p.m.
9: 00 a.m.

A naconda
....KANA
Bozeman .......... ..KBMN
L ewisto n
KXLO

8:05 a.m.
7: 45 a.m.

. Ardmore
Enid
Lawton
Poteau
Tulsa
Wewoka

8:05 a.m .

OREGON

MONTANA

NEBRASKA

Kearney
Omaha

........... KGFW
........KOWH

NEVADA

KEET

Reno
NEW

MEXICO

Artesia
......... ..... .KSVP
Hobbs
...KWEN
Raton ................. .KRTN
NEW

6: 35 p.m.
(EDT)
Ma sse na
..........WMSA
7: 00 p.m.
(Saturday)
New York City ..WABC
2:30 p.m.
6: 35 p.m.
Ogd ensburg
....WELB
(EDT)

.... ...... WICY

2: 30 p.m.

Detroit
........... WXYZ
Escanaba
......WDBC
Ludington
....WKLA
Muskegon
..... .. .WKBZ

5: 30 p.m.

Burlington

2:30 p.m.
6: 30 p.m .

Durham

.....WTIK

Gastonio
Greensboro
Hendersonville
Lenoir

...WGNC
.. WGBG
WHKP
. ...WJRI

NORTH

MINNESOTA

Eveleth
.. .. ..... WEVE
Mankato
..... .......KTOE
Montevideo
..... KDMA

5: 35 p.m.
6: 30 p .m.

Centerville
........ WGLC
Gre enwood
.. WABG
Brookhaven
.WJMD
Jackson
............ WJDZ
Laurel
............ WLAU
Natchez
.......... WNAT
Vicksburg
. WQBC

8:00 a.m.
4:30 p.m.
4:35 p .m.
9:30 p.m.
1:30 p.m.
2:00 p.m .
5: 35 p.m.

MISSOURI

Cape Giradeau ...KFVS
Dexter
KDEX
Kansas City ... KCMO
Rolla
..... ... KTTR
Salem
........ KSMO
Springfield
......KWTO

CAROLINA

Mt. Airy

MISSISSIPPI

7: 30 p.m.

8: 30 a.m.
1: 00 p.m.
8: 30 a .m.
1: 30 p .m.

... KVSO
KCRO
......KSWO
....... KLCO
.......KTUL
......KWSH

1:30
6:00
9:00
1:00
8:30
1:30

p.m .
p.m .
p.m .
p.m .
a.m .
p.m .

Astoria
................ KAST
Couquille
...... ....KWRO
Lake View
..... KQIK
Portland
... KWJJ

6:35
8:30
8:30
3:30

p.m.
a.m.
a.m.
p.m.

PENNSYLVANIA

Coatesville
...... WCOJ
Johnstown
........WCRO
Latrobe
............ WAKU

YORK

Malone

...... WJEJ

MICHIGAN

6: 35 p.m .
4: 35 p.m.
4:30 p.m.

OKLAHOMA

....... WEBB

........WSYD

Roanoke
Rapids ................ WCBT
Salisbury
NORTH

......... WSAT

6:35 p.m.
(EDT)
2:30 p.m .
(EDT)
2:30 p.m.
2:30 p.m.
2:30 p.m.
6:35 p.m.
(EDT)
6:35 p.m.
(EDT)
6:35 p.m.
(EDT)
1:30 p.m.

DAKOTA

Devils Lake ..... KDLR
Fargo .................. KXGO
Grand Forks
.... KILO
Valley City
..KOVC

4: 35 p.m.
4: 30 p.m.
1: 00 p.m.

OHIO

Ironton

......... WIRO

Toledo

........... WSPD

6: 35 p.m.
(EDT)
9 : 30 a.m.

This list Is not 100% correct due to frequent changes.
All times are Sunday unless otherwise
Indicated.
Check your local n.ewspaper or radio station for times not llsted.

Lock Haven
..WBPZ
Phillipsburg
..... WPHB
State College ....WMAJ
St. Mary's
.......... WKBI
Tyrone-Altoona
WTRN
Washington
...... WJPA
W ellsboro ......... WNBT
Wilkes-Barre
SOUTH

WILK

CAROLINA

Bennettsville

... WBSC

Ch a rle s ton ........ WOKE
Columbia
.......... WCOS
Florence
............WJMX
Georgetown
.... WGTN
Hartsville
Rock Hill
Sumter

......WHSC
.... WRHI
..... WFIG

Sumter
SOUTH

5:30 p .m.
8:00 a.m.
6:35 p.m.
(EDT)
6:35 p.m .
9:00 a.m.
9:00 a.m.
6:35 p.m .
(EDT)
7:35 a.m.
8:35 a.m.
6:35 p.m.
(EDT)
7:30 a.m.

.......WSSC

6:35 p .m.
(EDT)
2:30 p.m.
7:30 p.m.
2:30 p.m .
6:35 p.m.
(EDT)
6:35 p.m.
6:35 p.m.
(EDT)
6:35 p .m.
(EDT)
2:30 p.m.

Lexington
......... .WDXL
Morristown
......WCRK
Murfreesboro
WGNS
McMinnville
....WBMC
Nashville
wsrx
Oak Ridge
WOKE
Oneida
WENT
Tullahoma
......... .WJIG

5:35 p.m.
5:30 p.m.

4:35
1:30
4:35
1:30
1:30

p.m.
p.m .
p.m.
p.m .
p.m.

4:00 p.m.

Abilene
... . ... KRBC
8:15 a.m .
Amarillo
.... .... KGNC 1:30 p.m .
Beaumont
KFDM
1:30 p.m.
Big Spring .. ... KBST
1:30 p.m .
Borger
.....KHUZ
5:05 p.m
Brownwood
..KBWD
7:30 p.m .
Cl a rksville
KCAR 8:30 a.m.
Eagle Pass
... KEPS
Freeport
KBRZ
..... KSWA
4:30 p.m.
· Graham
HoustonBay City
KWBA
1: 30 p.m.
1: 30 p.m .
Longview
...... KFRO
Marshall ...
KADO 9: 00 p .m .
1: 30 p .m.
Midland .
. . KCRS
Monahan s ....... KVKM
4: 35 p.m.
Pamp a ............. . KPDN
4 : 35 p.m .
Perryton
........KEYE
8: 15 a.m.
Pleas a nton
...... KBOP
8: 30 p.m .
9: 00 a.m.
Rosenberg
....KFRD
San Angelo
....KGKL
1: 30 p.m.
San Antonio ......KMAC 11: 30 a.m.
Snyd er
.. .... KSNY
4: 35 p.m.
UTAH

Provo

KIXX

3: 30 p.m.

.......... ...WFHG

6:35 p.m.
(EDT)
8:30 a.m.
2:30 p.m.
6:35 p.m.
(EDT)

VIRGINIA

Bristol

Fred er icksburg WFVA
Fairmont
Petersburg
...... WSSV
Radford
............ WRAD
·waynesboro
.... WAYE

TENNESSEE

Athens ........... ..WLAR
Columbia
... WKRM
Fayetteville
..... WEKR
Jackson
........
WTJS
Johnson City .. .WETB

1: 30 p.m.
7: oop.m .
9: 00 a.m.

TEXAS

DAKOTA

Mitchell
............ KORN
Watertown
....... KWAT

1: 00 p.m.
9: 35 p.m.

6:35 p.m.
(EDT)

WASHINGTON
Mt. Vernon

......KBRC
9 : 30 a .m.
Omak . .. ........ .KOMW
9: 15 a.m.
Walla Walla .... KTEL
3: 30 p.m.
Wenatchee
..... KUEN 10:15 a.m.

This list Is not 100% correct due to frequent changes.
All times are Sunday unless otherwise
indicated.
Check your local newspaper
or radio station for times not llsted.

WEST

VIRGINIA

Fairmont
Logan
Montgomery
New
Martinsville
Parkersburg

.....WTCS
....WLOG
....WMON

9:00 p.m .
6:35 p.m .
(EDT)
6:35 p.m.
(EDT)

..WETZ
....WTAP

1:00 p.m .
8:00 a.m.
(Saturday)
St. Albans . .....WKLC 9: 30 a.m.
Wheeling
....... WKWK 9: 00 p.m.
Williamson ...... WBTH
5: 35 p.m.

WISCONSIN

Fond du Lac . .... KFIZ
WDUZ
Green Bay
WIBA
Madison
Manitowoc
WOMT
Oshkosh
WOSH
Poynette
......... . WIBU

4:35
1:30
8:00
4:35
1:30
4:35

p.m .
p.m.
a.m.
p.m.
p.m.
p.m.

Reedsburg
.... WRDB
Waupaca ........ WDUX
Wausau
:......... WSAU

4 35 p.m.
2 30 p.m.
9 00 a .m.

WYOMING

Casper ............ WTKO
Douglas ........ .... KWIV
Thermopolis
KTHE

9: 15 a .m.
1: 30 p.m.
1: 30 p .m.

FOREIGN
BERMUDA

ZBM

Pembroke

1:30 p.m.
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But Jefferson's
most eloquent defense of religious liberty and separation of church and state is to be found in his Notes on Virginia, He
wrote, "Our rulers can have no authority
over such natural rights,
only as we have submitted
to them.
The rights of conscience
we
never submitted, we could not submit. · We are answerable
for them
to our God. . . . Reason and free inquiry are the only effectual agents
against error" ...
(Pfeffer, p. 94).

CANADA

Blind
CJNR 10:15 a.m.
River, Ont.
CKEY 9: 15 a.m .
Toronto, Ont.
Weyburn, Sask. CFSL 6: 15 p.m.
Winnipeg,
Man. CKY 11: 00 p.m.
CANAL

ZONE

Panama

.......

PHILIPPINE

Manila

HOL

6: 00 p.m.
(Saturday)

ISLANDS

........

DZAQ

7: 30 a.m.

This list is not 100% correct due to frequent
changes.
All times are Sunday unless otherwise
indicated.
Ch .eek your local newspaper or radio station for times not listed.

HERE'S HOW IT CAN BE DONE!
We are beginning a "dollar per member" drive in our own congregation and surrounding territory . If every member would give one dollar ,
the challenge could be met. Surely any CHRISTIAN would and could
do that much.
We hope to let you know immediately
ful and can send you a contribution .

that

The apostles of Christ, who were guided by the Holy Spirit, were
obedient citizens, but they would not bow to the state when its decrees
were in conflict with the expressed will of God. They never put the
church into politics, and they never allowed politics in the church.
They subscribed
to the principle of the mutual independence
of religion and political government,
and they never comingled the sacred
with the secul a r. Not one time did they ever suggest that the church
should dominate the state , or that the state should dictate to the church.
The Lord guided the apostles into all the truth (John 16:13), and their
attitude should be our attitude.
Our founding father s learned from the Bible and from secular
history that the church and state should be separate and so they provided for separation
in the Constitution
and the Bill of Rights.
In
the Everson case in 1947 and in the McCollum case in 1948 the Supreme Court stated that the First Amendment was intended to erect a
"wall of separation between church and state" (330 US 1, 333 US 201).
But this statement has been severely criticized by some church spokesmen as a "negative, ill-defined, basically un-American formula" (America, Feb. 15, 1947). Robert Cannon, former president of Fordham University, in an address delivered in St. Louis in November 1951, used
the phrase "the current fraud of separation
of church and state" (St.
November 6, 1951 ; St . Louis Post-Dispatch,
NoLouis Globe-Democrat,
vember 6, 1951),

this has been success-

We have shown the pilot film featuring Brother Baxter and plan to
show it again notifying others in the area. We have written the brethren
in Orlando suggesting they prevail upon one of the TV stations in that
city to carry this film as a public service. Prayin g that this can also
be successful.
May the Lord of Victories
fellow Christians be so inspired
coming.

CHURCH

bless you in this gre a t work and may
that more than is needed will be forthYours in the Lord's Work
Bert Brown, Evangelist

It has been said that the Constitution
does not uphold the principle of "separation
of church and state" because the phrase is not
used in that venerable document. It is true, of course, that the phrase
"separation
of church and state" does not appear in the Constitution.
But it was inevitable that some convenient term should come into existence to verbalize
a principle
so clearly and widely held by the
American people.
For exa mple, the phrase "Bill of Rights" has become a convenient term to designate the freedoms guaranteed
in the
fir st ten amendments;
yet it would be the height of folly to say they
a re not a Bill of Rights, just to argue that because the phrase does
Similarly, the right to a fair trial is
not ap pear i;1 the Constitution.
generally accepted to be a constitutional
principle;
yet the term "fair
trial" is not found in the Constitution.
To bring the point closer to
home, who would deny that "religious liberty" is a constitutional
principle?
Yet that phrase too is not in the Constitution.
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For years some have demanded that the government support religious education in private and parochial schools, but th e Supreme
Court says a state can no more "a id all relgons" t han it ca n aid one.
If it is ever a dmitted that public funds may be u se d for re ligious
schools-May
God forbid the day-there
will ine vitably follow conflict and rivalry among the sects as to how the funds are to be di·
vided. The public officials responsible for the division will be subjected to unceasing pre ssure from reli giou s groups, an d the se will exert
every effort to elect to those offices mem bers of their faith on whom
they can rely for generous treatment.
We may then have in this
country a Catholic Party, a Jewish Party, and an Episcopalian Party.

Pius IX of Italy condemned such American ideals as the separation of church and st ate , and r eligious liberty and public education
in his Syllabus of Err .ors publish ed in 1864.

In a recent issue of the Signs of the Times the editors say, "As
the so-called 'Christian' flag is seen more and more frequently flying
beside the Stars and Stripes, so affairs of church and state are becoming gradually more and more interwoven
in the United States.
Some churches that for dec ades proclaimed the virtues of complete
sep aration between the spfritual and sec ular powers are holding out
their hands for state su pport. Others are ur ging that the barriers
erect ed between church and state by the founding fathers in the
Constitution and the Bill of Rights be completely removed. So one
of history's most vital lessons is being forgotten" (Volume 80, No. 42,
November 10, 1953).
Today great pressure is being brought to bear upon the government, both local and national , to aid the cause of religion.
This
pressure in many inst ances is being brought by well-meaning men
desiring the strong arm of government support for the activities and
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The Supreme Court has said In no uncertain terms that "Government may not finance religious groups" (343 US 306), and yet
many American citizens continued to clamor for such support.
It
seems that churchmen would resent, rather than approve, a marriage
of God and Mammon . But instead of resentment
there is an outcry
for a government hand-out.

There is no question about the first Amendment barrin g a union
of church and state but this wis e provision is not endorsed by some
of the citizens of other countries.
For instance, the textbooks for
higher schools in Ireland read: "She (the church) has expressly de·
clared that the separation of Church from State is an evil, and that
she admits it only with a view to avoid gre ater evil" (The Irish and
Cathol'ic
Power by Paul Blanshard,
the Beacon Press, Boston, 1953,
p. 127).

At the 242nd annual Fiesta held at Santa F e, New Mexico, a
high churchman of New York City was a main attraction.
His visit
to New Mexico included a tour of US Air Force bases at Clovis and Al·
buquerque. News items referred to him as the "military vicar of the
United States" (Christian
Chronicle,
September 9, 1954).

NO. 3

ordinances of the church.
These demands are either an admission
of weakness on the part of the church itself, or a desire to secure mast ery and domination over others.

Thomas J efferson, who wrote . the Declaration
of Independence,
understood
that the First Amendment
separated
church and state
for he so st ated in a letter . In 1878 the United States Supreme Court
quoted this letter, and st ated that "Coming as this does from an acknowl edg ed leader of the advocates of the measure, it m ay be accepted almost as an authoritative
declaration
of the scope and effect to the amendment" (Reynolds vs. United States 98 U.S. 145).

If. we retain this pr ecious American herita ge we must be ever vigilant and vigorous in its def ens e. Certain elements in our country are
attacking this doctrine . One of our highest placed citizens has said,
"the state and church mu st not have any fences betwe en th em•: (J.
Howard McGrath, in New York Times, March 31, 1951, p. 16).

AND STATE

If one religious group may receive public funds for its parochial
schools, so may every other r eligious se ct. The inevitable result of
· this course would be the destruction
of the public school system.
This very thing is h appening in the Neth erlands . According to a statement made by the Dutch Minister of Education, when the system
of st ate support for r eligious schools was instituted, four out of every
five schools in the country were publicly controlled.
After about eighty
years of state support for parochi al schools, the proportion was reversed; four out of every five schools had been withdrawn from the
public system and were privately controlled. (Church, State, and Freedom, by Leo Pfeffer, p. 51).
.

A determined effort is now being made to secure fre e textbooks,
and free transportation
for parochial school children.
If this effort
is successful it will be the opening w edge for more tax support. If
free textbooks are obta ined for paro chial schools, why no t supplies,
equipm ent, school buildings, and why not the salaries of t eachers?
Some religious groups in our country are dem andin g an established denominational
school syst em, in spite of the Con stitu tion. In
some instances these groups have incorporated their paro chial schools
into the public school system by the simple expedience of pac king the
school board.
Under this plan the church rents its sch ool buildings
to the public authorities, and the state pa y s the salaries of the teachers, provides free textbooks, transportation,
and other ben efits. The
same religious teachers are used, and the same religious instruction is
given . As one religious leader has said, "The pupils of our schools
·have lost none of the benefits they enjoyed in the previous years,
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but have been given additional ones" (Pf effer, p. 451). And yet these
schools are supported by the state, and this arrangement
goes under
the guise of public education!
·
In Dixon, New Mexico, a few years ago a new public school
was built with the aid of WPA funds, and it was to this school that
about half the people sent their children.
That is, they sent their
children until one day it was closed without notice, and all the chil•
dren transferred
to the parochial school. The public school building
was abandoned and allowed to decay.
The situation in Dixon in 1958 was more or less typical of that
in other communities. The transfer of the public school to the church
building was not accomplished by any physical change in the buildings
or classrooms.
Public school classes began officially at nine in the
morning; but the school buses arrived regularly in time for religious
services at half past eight. All children were r eque st ed to attend
th ese services or stay outside the building-even
in the winter and in
inclement weather-until
the building officially opened at nine for
public school purposes.
As a result of this situation in New Me:xiico a long trial was held,
at which some 2,200 pages of testimony were taken. Thereafter a decision was handed down sustaining most of the charges. Both parties
appealed to the state supreme court, which in 1951 sustained the lower
court, but went further in one respect-it
barred the wearing of religious garb by all public school teachers.
T he court also held that
the conducting of tax supported school classes in a building owned
by the Church, and used by it as a private or parochial school is in
violation of the First Amendment to the Constitution of the United
States.
The court further
disclosed "There is no separation
be tween Church and State as contemplated
and required by the First
and Fourteenth Amendments to the Constitution of the United St ates
in 27 named schools in New Mexico" (Zell ers vs. Huff, 55 NM 501).
Mr. Leo Pfeffer in his scholarly book, Church, State and Freedom,
says that by 1937 there were at least 340 parochial schools in the
United States operating more or less und er the Faribault plan. This
me ans, there were 340 religious schools receiving state support under
the guise of public schools. It has been estimated that this number
has now re ached fifte en hundred!
We have always appreciated
the Jewish attitude toward public
and private education.
The Synagogue Council of America has stated ,
"We regard the principle of separation of chur ch and state as one of
the foundations of American democracy . . . Our opposition to religious instruction
within the public school must in no way be interpret ed as hostility to religious instruction a s such. In Jewish history
and tradition religious instruction bas always been regarded as a most
sacred responsibility. The overwhelming majority of Jewish children voluntarily attend after-hour and Sunday schools conducted by the local
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Jewish communities where they receive their religious education wholly independent
of the public school system.
We believe that the
resonsibility f!)r religious education may not and should not be shared
by the public school system ... The intrusion of sectarianism upon the
public school system ...
both threatens the separation of church and
state and challenges the traditional
integrity of the public schools.
The intrusion, if permitted and sanctioned ...
will destroy the institutions which have preserved
religious and political freedom in the
United States and which have prevented
religious warfare in this
naUon ...
" (Brief Amica Curiae of Syna gogue Council of America
and National Community Relations Advisory Council in McCollum
case, pp. 1, 2).
It is sometimes said that those who oppose state aid to religious
schools are atheists, or they have no convictions about the value of
such schools. But the Seventh Day Adventists probably have a larger
percentage of their children enrolled in their own paro chi al schools
than any other denomination, and yet they are among the most vigorous of all in their opposition to state aid . (See Pfeffer, p. 424).

In churches of Christ we have thousands of our children in reli gi ous
schools at the elementary, high school and college le vels, and to the
best of our knowledge there is not a member of the church who would
ac cept a dollar of tax money for the support . of these schools .
The Constitution has stood as a barrier to a union of church and
state, but that wall is under assault. The battering rams of pressure
are being brought to bear upon it. One religious group has strongly intimated that it would remove the constitution, and deny minority religions the right to evangelize.
(See Catholic Principles
of Politics,
by Ryan and Boland, The MacMillan Co., New York, 1948, p. 320). The
same group hastens to tell us th at such INTOLERANCE IS SO FAR
IN THE FUTURE THAT IT SHOULD NOT OCCUPY OUR TIME OR
ATTENTION!
It is sometimes said that free textbooks and free transportation
for
parochi al school children is such a short step toward a union of
church and sta t e that we should not be concerned about it . But we
remember the words of James Madison who said , "It is proper to take
alarm a t the first experiment upon our liberties."
We also remember the words of Mr. Justice Sutherland
of the United States Suprem e Court, who said, "Do the people of this land - in the providen ce of God, fa vored, as they sometimes boast, abov e all others in
th e plentit ude of their lib erties-desire
to preserve those so carefully
protected by the First Amendm ent: liberty of religious worship, freedom of speech and of the press, and the right as freemen peaceably
to withst and all BEGINNINGS of encroachment . For the saddest
epitaph which can be carved in memory of a vanished liberty is that
it was lost because its possessors failed to stretch forth a saving hand
while yet there was time" (301 US 103).
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One of the greatest needs of America is a sense of sin. Some of
us do not know it exists. We are like a flippant youth who said tQ
a minister "You tell me about the burden of sin. I feel none. How
Fifty pounds?
Ten pounds?"
The
heavy is it? A hundred pounds?
preacher answered: "Tell me, if you laid four hundred pounds' weight
on a corpse, would it feel the load?"
"No, because it is dead," replied the youth.
The preacher then said, "That spirit too, is dead
which feels no load of sin."
Another of America's needs is to recognize sin for what it is.
We are too prone to explain it away, or to soften its horrors.
Wilbur
Chapman tells of a distinguished
minister who preach~d o~ si~, and
one of his leading members came to see and talk with him m his
study. He said to the minister, "We don't want you to talk so plainly
about sin because if our boys and girls hear you talking so much
about sin' they will more easily become sinners.
Call it a mistake
if you will, but do not speak so plainly about sin."
The minister took down a small bottle and showed it to his visitor.
It was a bottle of strychnine
and was marked, "Poison."
He said
"I see what you want me to do. You want me to change the label.
But suppose I take off this label marked 'Poison' and put on some
The
mild label such as 'Oil of Anise,' don't you see what happens?
milder

you' make

the label,

the

more dangerous

you make t h e po I son. "

And so it is with sin. It is hideous and horrible and no amount
of whit ewashing will change the picture. It must be branded for what
it r eall y is if we are to escape its blighting devistation.
The Lord does not mince any words in defining sin. He says that
"sin is the transgression
of the law " (I John 3.4). The word "Transgress" means "to go beyond set limits; to overpass the bou~ds established by rightful authority; to break, as a law or rule; to v10late; to
exceed." It means to step across a line which has been drawn for
our protection.
This is what the apostle John had in mind when he wrote in
the New Testament:
"Whosoever goeth onward and abideth not in
the teaching of Christ, hath not God: he hath abide th in the teaching,
the same hath both the Father and the Son" (II John 9). The gospel
of Christ was given as our guide , and we are not to go beyond that
"which was written."
When we do, we have sinned.
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In the New Testament, the Lord has commanded us to believe
that Christ is God's Son (John 8: 24), repent of our un godline ss (Luke
13 : 3), confess the precious name of our Savior before men (Matthew
10:32), and then be buried with Him in baptism for the remission of
our sins (Romans 6:4; Acts 2:38). These are the blueprints of salvation, and every alien sinner must observe them to be saved. They
cannot be ignored, and no man is ex empt from th em. Any man who
goes on b eyo nd this divinely revealed plan of salvation, and depends on prayer at the mourner's bench, a better-felt-than -told feeling,
signing a resolution to do better, or any other humanly devised scheme
of r ede mption, has sinned by going be yond the revealed will of God.
Let us remember that sin is the transgression
of God's law , and to
tran sgr es s is to step across, or go beyond what He reveals within His
Word .
The Lord established the church and gave it His name. He said
"Upon this rock I will build my church" (Matthew 16: 18) , and the
local congregations
that made up the church universal were called
"churches of Christ" (Romans 16:16). The church was also called
"the church of God" (I Corinthians 1: 2). Either name honors God
and His Son, and they are both scriptural.
But when we go beyond
the divine name, and wear the name of some command such as baptism, or call the church by the name of a set of church officers such
as presbyters, we have transgressed
the law of God. The church is
divine an.d it must wear the name God gave it. Otherwise, the will of
our Lord has been violated.
The Lord did not organize the body of Christ into a world-wide
ecclesiasticism
with national and international
officers over it. He
organized the church into local assemblies, and each congre ga tion was
self-supporting.
There was no dictation from a president , a universal
bishop, or a local pastor.
No orders came from h eadquarters because
the church of Christ has no earthly headquarters.
Its orders came
from heaven, as revealed in the New Testament, and the congregations were independent of one another. They were free of any dictation or pressure, and each local church, with its elders, deacons, and
ministers, charted its own course, using the Word of God as its
compass.
The churches sent and supported missionaries,
and helped one
another in evangelizing the world, taking care of the destitute, and
in edifying one another.
By following this divine plan, the gospel
was preached as Paul expresses it, "To every ceature which is under
heaven" (Colossians 1:23), and God received "glory in the church by
Christ Jesus" (Ephesians 3:21).
But when we go beyond the Lord's arrangement, and organize a
human missionary society, we have supplanted the divine way with
our own. We have dethroned the wisdom of God and enthroned our
own. We have discarded the divine plan for a human plan.
We
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have gone beyond the revealed will of God, which is transgression,
let us not forget that transgression
of God's law is sin.

and

But there is a second definition of sin revealed in the New
Testament.
The Lord says that "wh atsoever is not faith is sin" (Romans 14:32).
Anything we cannot do with · a perfectly clear conscience is wrong for us, whether it is wr on g within itself or not .
The Lord us es the eating of meat as an example . He says that "he
that doubteth is condemned if he eat, because he eateth not of faith"
(Romans 14:23) . There is nothing wron g with the eating of meat p er se,
but it becomes a sin for a person to eat it if he violates his conscience
in doing so. A man who would bow to pressure in doing something he
feels is wrong, even though the act is not wrong, would bow to pressure in doing something that definitely is wrong.
In either case we
have sinned for the Lord expects us to live in harmony with our understanding of what is right.
Paul says that faith comes by hearing, and hearing by the word
of God (Romans 10:17). He also says that "We walk · by faith, and
not by sight"
(II Corinthians 5 : 7), and that without faith we cannot
please God (Hebrews 11:6). Since the faith that saves us comes from
God's word (John 20: 30, 31), we must strictly adhere to the Bible
in all our practices . We must not engage in any doubtful activity, or
go beyond what is written in any part of our religious work . If we
do, we have sinned.
There is yet a third definition of sin set forth within the New
Testament.
The apostle John says that "All unrighteousness
is sin''
(Psalms 119: 172). and the apostle Paul says that God's righteousness
is revealed in the gospel (Romans 1: 17). Righteousness is defined as
"to be right, or just ." It is God's way of making men like unto Himself, and His way of making us righteous is revealed in His written
will. By conforming to His will we develop His image within our
hearts and lives, but disobedience to His will mars the divine image,
or prev ents its being formed at all. This is why sin is so harmful.
It stands in God's way of helping men.
With these truths in mind, we can better understand
why God
denounces sin so unmercifully.
We can appreciate His warnings when
He says: "Know ye not that the righteous shall not inherit the kingdom of God? Be not deceived; neither fornicators, nor idolaters, nor
adulterers, nor effeminate, nor abusers of themsel ves with mankind,
nor thi eves, nor covetous, nor drunkards, nor revil ers, nor extortioners, sh a ll inherit the kingdom of God" (I Corinthi ans 6: 9, 10). Perhaps
we will be more sympathetic when we hear the Lord say: "Now the
works of the flesh are manifest, which are thes e : Adultery, fornication ,
uncleanness, lasciviousness, idolatry, witch craft, ha tred, variance, emulations, wrath, strife, seditions , heresies, envyings, murders, drunkenness, revellings, and such like: of which I tell you before, as I have told
you in the past , that they which do such thin gs sh all not inherit the
the kingdom of God" (Galatians 5:19-21).
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But the last definition of sin recorded in the Bi ble is found in
the book of James . This Scripture says: "Therefore
to him that
knoweth to do good, and doeth it not, to him it is sin " (James 4: 17),
This is anoth er way of saying it is sinful to waste our opportunities.
Christianity in practi ce is reproducing the life of Christ in our own,
but many of us who we ar His name are failing to do good as He did.
We read of H is suffering but we recoil fr om th e thought of suffering
with Him. We are informed of His sac rifices , but we shrink from
bea ring our own cro ss . We know that He lift ed up the fallen, healed
the brok enhearted, and saved the lost , but we are too bu sy to help
other s. We hear H im say, "Go ye into all the world , and pr ea ch the
gosp el to the whol e cr eation," but we complacently say "that is for
some future generation to do" But can we ignor e su ch a personal
duty when we hear the Lord say, "When I say unto the wicked, O
wick ed man, th ou sha lt surely die; if thou dost not speak to warn
the wicked from his way, that wicked man shall die in his iniquity;
but his blood will I require at thine hand" (Ezekiel 33:8).
Perhaps it was this Scripture that caused a member of the church
to h ear the cry of blood in his sle ep, and he says, "This is what I
saw. I stood on a grassy sward, and at my feet a precipice broke sheer
down into infinite space.
I looked, but saw no bottom; only cloudy
shapes, black and furiously doiled , and great shadow-shrouded
hollows, and unfathom able depths.
Back I drew, dizzy at the depth.
"Then I saw the forms of people moving single file along the grass.
They were making for the edge. There was a woman with a baby
in her arms and another little child holding on to her dress.
She
was on the very verg e. Then I saw that she was blind . She lifted
her foot for the next step . . . it trod air. She was over, and the
children with her. Oh, the cry as they went over!
"Then I saw, like the picture of peace, a group of people under
some trees, with their backs turned toward the gulf. Sometimes when
a piercing shri ek cut the quiet air and reached them, it disturbed
them, and they thought it rather a vulgar noise. And , if one of their
number started up, and wanted to go and do something to help, then
all the others would pull that one down. "Why should you get so
excited about it? You must wait for a definite call to go. You haven't
finished your daisy ch ains. It would re ally be selfish," th ey said, ''to
leave us to finish the work alone."
"There was another group. It was ma de up of people whose
great desire was to get some sentries out; but they found th at very
f ew wanted to go , and sometimes there were no sentri es for miles
a nd miles at the edge.
"Once a girl stood alone in her pl ace, waving the people back;
but her mother and other relations called and remind ed h er that her
furl ough was due; and she must not break the 'rul es .' And, being
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tired and needin g a change, she h ad to go and rest a while; but no
one was sent to guard her gape, and over and over the people fell like
a waterfall of souls.

the canvas, and the artist was hunting for a model for his Judas. "I
must find a man whose face has hardened," he said; "a debased man,
his features stamped with the ravages of sin.''

"Th en thundered
a voice, the voice of the Lord; and He said,
"Whom shall I send, all who will go for us ?" Then said I, "Here am I;
send me." And he said, "Go ye into all the world, and preach the
gospel to every creature. . . and lo, I am with you always" (Isaiah
6:8, Mark 16:15, Matthew 28:20).

Thus he wandered long in search of his Judas, until one day in
the stre ets of Rome he came upon a wretched creature, a beggar in
rags, with a face of such hard, villainous stamp that even the artist
was repulsed. But he knew that at last he had found his Judas. So it
came about that the beggar, with the repulsive countenance, sat as a
model for Judas.

Have you ever had a dream like this? No? Then you are doing
your best to save the lost, or you are too calloused to care. But we
must care for the apostle Paul asks, "How shall we escape, if we
neglect so great salvation?"
(Hebrews 2:3). There is no escape, for
the divine decree reads: "Therefore to him that knoweth to do good ,
and doeth it not, to him it is sin" (James 4:17).
Our Lord commands us to preach the gospel to every creature,
and if we neglect this personal responsibility, we shall have to answer
in the day of judgment. And it may be that neighbors and friends we
could have reached with the truth will say to us:
"You met me day by day, and knew I was astray
Yet you never mentioned Him to me."
How will we feel if we have to face lost souls
saved? Eter:1ity itself will not erase the thought of
and indifference , and the words of James will burn in
forever: "to him that knoweth to do good, and doeth
it is sin."

we could have
our negligence
our consciences
it not, to him

Did it ever really occur to you what sin will do to you? The Bible
says it will separate you from God so that He cannot hear you nor
help you (Isaiah 59: 1). It also warns that "when lust hath conceived,
it bringeth forth sin: and sin, when it is finished, bringeth forth death"
(James 1:15) .
There is no incident that more forcefully illustrates sin's ruin than
that connected with the painting of Leonardo Da Vinci's great masterpiece, "The Last Supper." Long and in vain had the artist sought for
a man whose face he could use as a model for his Christ. "I must find
a young man of pure life," he declared, "Before I can get that look on
the face I want." At length, his attention was called to a young man
who directed the singing in one of the old churches of Rome, Pietro
Brandinelli by name. He was not only a young man of handsome countenance, but his life was as beautiful as his face. The moment he looked
upon this J?Ure, sweet countenance the artist cried out for joy, "At last
I have found the face I wanted"! So Pietro Bandinelli sat as the model
for Da Vinci's painting of Christ.
. ·- "'"_' ___,,... -..
"
But years passed on, and still the gre at painting, "The Last Supper,
was not finished. The eleven faithful apostles had all been sketched on
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As he was dismissing him, Da Vinci said, "I have not yet asked
your name, but I will now." "Pietro Bandinelli,"
replied the man,
looking at him unflinchingly. "I also sat as the model for your Christ!"
Astonished, overwhelmed by this startling declaration, Da Vinci would
not at first believe it, but the proof was at hand, and he had finally
to admit that Pietro Bandinelli, he whose fair, sweet face had been
the inspiration for his great masterpiece, had now becom e so disfigured
by the sins of a lifetime that no trace was left of that marvelous
beauty which before had been the admiration of men!
In our final appeal of this hour,
sinned by transgressing
God's law,
unrighteous
conduct, or by wasting
hasten to repent because sin "when it

we say to you that if you have
by violating your concience, by
your opportunities
to do good,
is finished, bringeth forth death."

PLEASE!
Requests continue to be received for many more than ONE free sermon copy. We are more than pleased to know that many feel these
sermons are valuable in doing personal work and we would like to send
out as many as one could use at no cost. Due to the cost of printing this is simply impossible.
If individuals
or congregations
would like, we will be pleased to
quote a price as near actual cost as possible. For less than one hundred
the cost is 10 cents per copy. Thanks for your cooperation.
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Christ's death for our sins is good news, bu t His re surrection from
grave is the best news of all. It was by me ans of this great event
our Lord brought life and imm ortality to li ght throu gh the gospel,
the Bible says He was "decl a red to be th e Son of God wit h power,
by the resurrection
from the dead" (Romans 1: 4).

Th e generations
that lived before the Lord 's resurrection
h ad a
shadowy, twili ght belief in life after death, but t h e gosp el of the risen
Christ broke upon that twilight darkness like a great and radiant sun.
Its as surance was that life abundant, h ere and hereaft er, the gift of
God to all who obey His word. No lon g er did men hav e to ask, as did
Job of old, "If a man die shall he live ag ain?" (Job 14:14). The
me ssengers of God forever answer ed this question at the empty tomb
when they cried .: "He is risen; he is not here" (Mark 16:6).
But the r esurrection
story was not easy to believe, and Thomas
said, "Except I shall see in his h ands th e print of the nails,. . . and
thrust my h and into his side, I will not b elieve" (John 20:25). Contrary
to many shallow views, the early disciples did not live in an unduly
credulous age. Far from it! The disciples themselves , and those who
had been in His company in the days of His flesh, were very difficult
to convince that He had risen.

II

When Paul stood making his defense before King Agrippa, in
Caesarea, he told how difficult it was for him to yield himself to the
truths of the gospel. He was not easily won to the faith, but the
resurrection
of Jesus was borne into his heart with terrific force on
the ro ad to Damascus. He points out that the highest hop es of his race
wer e based on the events that had transpired
in J erusalem,but
declares that, despite this, people w ere hard of h eart and slow to believe.
"Why is it thought incredible by any of you that God raises the dead?"
Paul asked of those assembled in Agripp a's court.
The mental atmosphere
of the first century was against the idea
that any one could be raised from th e dead. E,v en in tho se far-off days
of mystic cults and practices people believ ed in weighing the evidence
and giving play to reason before too readily accepting any such belief.
Paul's experience with the philosophers
in Athens indicates the difficulties he had encountered in proclaiming his faith in the risen Christ,
and these men represent
the finest wisdom of the times. When
reasoning with them on Mars Hill he had received courteous attention
and a sympathetic
hearing. They were willing to consider the novel
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views of this stranger who was so obviously convinced of the greatness of his message. But scorn curled their lips when he reached the
climax of his argument, the resurrection
of Jesus Christ . To them the
idea of the resurrection
of a crucified Christ was unbelievable.
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The same held true of the Roman Empire as a whole . There
religion was at a low ebb, and irreligion was spreading everywhere.
A vicious materialism
had invaded the lives and homes of the people
and particularly
of the ruling classes. The wholesome, though stern
Roman virtu es were slipping, and the empire was showing signs of
decay and disruption.
In Jewish circles, at home and abroad, the
Sadducean priests were all powerful. Men like Annas and Caiaphas
deni ed the possibility and scoffed at the very idea of a resurrection
from
the dead.
Thus it is not to be wondered at that in such an atmosphere
of
sk epticism and doubt some of those "weaker br ethren" in the church
at Corinth should be influenced by the uncertainty
of their day . Yet
their doubts had to be dissolved if the faith was to surviv e and to spread
a mong them . In response to this n ecessity the apostle Paul wro t e the
glorious passage on the r e surrection
in his heart-stirring
Corinthian
letter. In his letter, he states the consequences
of such doubt and of
the denial that sprang from it. In effect, he re a soned with them, "Let
us say that th ere is no resurrection."
Then with ca lm , yet relentless
logic he sets forth the conclusion that if Christ be not risen there can
be no faith in Him as the Savior of the world. The inference is plain.
Everything that Christ repre sented, all th a t He taught, and all that he
lived for, were in jeopardy. What conviction could a faith like His
convey to men if God, the object of that faith, had left Him to die on
a cros s and to rot in a tomb? Who would care to follow a dead and
defeated lead er? How could the victim of death be the Lord and Giver
of abundant life? If Christ be not risen, then any hope of resurrection,
with all it implies for man's immortal longings, is dead as dust. It is
only a silken cobweb strung across the horns of the moon.
We are reminded of the imaginative
picture John Newman once
drew of a world into which one looked for some trace of God and
found none. There was only a blank! H e compares such an imaginary
experience with that of looking into a mirror and seeing nothing! That,
indeed, would be a horrifying experience, but no more appalling than
to face the world without a risen Savior.
We can imagin e the imp ac t of Paul's words on the minds of
t hese Corinthians
so lately released
from pag an darkness and liberated into th e li ght of Christ's gospel, a gospel authenticated
by the
r esurre ction.
For them it would mean that their new-found liberty
and the boundless hope that were associated with it were a delusion
and a snare. All the old haunting questions of the past would remain.
If Christ be not risen everything that conspired to destroy Him and
His cause is pedestaled in triumph. Everything
to which His truth,
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life, death, and resurrection
give significance
should be laid in the
tomb with Him!
Christian principles divorced from t h e bedrock truth
of His resurrection
are but the shadow of a shade-they
have been
drain ed of all content and of all reality.
If Christ be not risen modern m an is still on the march but to nowhere in particular .
Paul' s se cond conclusion w a s that if Christ be not risen, th en our
is in vain.
The apostle points out to t hose in Corinth who
now que st ion this basic conviction of th eir new f ait h that the refl ecti on is on himself and on the other apo stles who ha d pre a ched the
go spel of a resu r rect ed Lord. If Christ be not risen, then they who
affirm ed that He did rise are either lying charlatons or peddlers of fanta stic illusions. Strong language, yes! but the apostles knew that the
very since r ity of those who shared with hiin the preaching of the gospel
was called in question. All the evidence that he had marshaled to fortify
th eir con victi on s, his referen ce to eyewitn esses and to his own personal
experience, was manufactured
evidence, and the Corinthians who trusted
the apostles had been cruelly misled .
preaching

Th eir hopes have been raised to the heights only to be dashed to
th e depths.
All the gospel of the resurr ecti on enshrined of the power
of God, and of the love of God, is so much conjecture. So far from being
a possibility, th ese great qualities of God are negated by the darkn ess of the cros s . The faith for time and for eternity that was built
on such an untruth is founded on a quicksand that will soon engulf it,
and it will perish as though it had never been. For its brightest light
the gospel has the resurrection
of Christ, and if that light must be
quenched in th e inter est of truth, nothing remains but the pagan
d arkness from which it had seemed to summon them. The God of love
and power, whom Je sus trusted to raise Him from the dead as proof
of His teaching, either was powerless to respond to that amazing trust
or cho se not to do so. In either case He is no longer reliable.
Paul knew what he was doing when he challenged the skepticism
of the doubters in Corinth.
He was saying to them, in effect, 'Do
you really believe that I would have given a lifetime to the preaching
of the resurrection
unless I had known that Christ was raised?
What
would I have gained by such preaching?"
In his second letter to the
Corin thian church, Paul enumerates
some of the terrible sacrifices he
had had to make for preaching
the resurrection.
He says, "Are
thev ministers of Christ? (I speak as a fool) I am more; in labours
mo;e abundant, in stripes above measure, in prison more frequent, in
deaths oft. Of the Jews five times received I forty stripes save one.
Thrice I was beaten with rods, once was I stoned, thrice I suffered
shipwreck, a night and a day I have been in the deep. In journeyings
often, in perils of waters, in perils of robbers, in perils by mine own
countrymen,
in perils by heathen,
in perils in the city, in perlls
in the wilderness, in perils in the sea, in perils among false brethren;
in we ariness and painfulness, in watchings often, in hunger and thirst,
in fastings often, in cold and nakedness.
Beside those things that
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are without, that which
churches" (II Corinthians

cometh upon
11:23-28).
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me daily,

the

care

of all the

Who can
believe
the
apostle
would
have
undergone
all
of these hardships to preach the r es currection, unless he was sure it
happened? To the Corinthians,
Paul said in substance, that if Christ
has not been raised, then I am a runner who has no conception of
any goal toward which Christianity
strives; I am a boxer who dissipates his energies in beating the air.
You may distrust my sincerity, and you may rightly set aside my message,
I have deceived you.
My preaching is in vain!
Paul reasoned

with the Corinthians
that If Christ be not
Your hopes are shattered,
and your
yearnings are dissipateed into thin air. The Lord was deceiving you
when He said, "Let not your heart be troubled, ye believe in God, believe
also in me. In my Father's house are m any mansions: if it were not
so, I would have told you. I go to prepare a place for you. And if
I go and prepare a place for you, I will come again, and receive you
unto myself; that where I am, there ye may be also" (John 14:1-3) .
risen

your

faith

further

Is also

vain.

On the cross all that Jesus taught about God's purpose to redeem
man and His power to achieve it; all that He taught about a providence that cared even for grass and sparrows, and therefore
"bow
much more" for man; all the assurance He gave in the upper room
that God would demonstrate
His loving power as the Conqueror of evil
and death, were nothing but the dreams of a disordered mind. If there
were no resurrection,
then evil has utterly and finally triumphed;
if
there is, then the final triumph is sure, for the victory is won! Who
could go on living in such a world as ours if we were bereft of such
a faith?
Paul was writing, therefore, not only for the strengthening
of the faith of the Corinthian Christians, but for all future generations, when he compelled them to face this issue.
"If Christ be not raised, your faith is vain" are words pr egnant
with si gnificance for all mankind In every age. It matters tremendously what we believe concerning the death and resurrection
of Jesus
Christ . 9hristianity
points to the cross, but above all to the risen
Christ, and says, "We worship the victorious Majesty that we see."
The issues of creation, of lif e h ere and hereafter, of morality and r eligion, of every high aspiration of the mind of man are bound up with the
glorious, triumphant fact that Christ is risen from the dead and our-·
faith is not vain!

Paul

emphasized further that if Christ be not risen sin remains ..
is nothing but an illusion.
Some deny the reality of ·
sin, but in our better hours when we realize our moral responsibility ·
to God, we know that we have sinned.
When man looks at the con fusion and chaos, the tragedy and tears of the world, when he consid •
ers its wrecked lives, its broken homes, its shattered hopes and ideals,
and fo r giveness
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its crimes, its wars, its host of unconsidered and downtrodden people, he
knows that sin in the human heart is the cause of all the misery that
afflicts mankind. Whether the garb that is worn is the respectable broadcloth of Park Avenue or the rags and dirt of the slums, it covers
the same foul spiritual disease; and the name of that disease is sin.
None can escap e its contagion because it has its roots and its springs
in the human heart. Sin is one of the major facts of life, and how to
deal with it is life's greatest practical problem. No social reform, no lasting betterment of human relationships, no genuine progress, national,
social , or individual, is likely to be effective if the fact of sin is not
faced. To deal with sin by rearranging things would be like trying to
cure cancer by sprinkling perfume on the sores. Drastic dis eases need
drastic remedies. Deep in his moral consciousness man knows where
the real trouble lies. He knows that if man's spirit everywhere could
be chang ed for the better, the world too would be changed for the
better.
It was against the background of this great problem that the gospel
of the risen Christ made its appeal. The cross is the ultimate, final
and damning exposure of everything
that challenges the Christian
spirit in every age. At the cross sin seemed to be triumphant but the
resurrection
made Christ's teaching of God's forgiving, redeeming,
renewing grace and love a glad and glorious gospel.

But now all the hopes of a better life here, and of abundant life
hereafter were jeopardized;
for one of the inescapable consequences
of "if Christ be not risen" was that "you are still in your sins." These
words must have fallen like a death knell upon the ears of the Corinthian Christians.
Could they possibly have thought out the consequences of their disbelief? One doubts it . Paul is determined to drive
deeply home to their hearts the significance of that great event.
Imagine that He is not risen, then sin remains triumphant,
and forgiveness is but a myth. All that is involved in the saviorhood of
Jesus is to be set aside as a pathetic illusion. If the cross was really
the end of Him, then sin has had the final word, and all hopes of heaven
are to be forgone.
Remorse remains!
The newborn sense of freedom and of a glorious fresh beginning has gone, and peace of mind
has also gone. There is no balm for the stricken conscience.
Sin,
unforgiven sin, is like a shadow that constantly haunts the sinner: he
cannot get away from it.
What
anything
from the
set free
the open

such people need is the assurance of a power, far above
that man himself possesses, by which he can be set free
tyranny of his sins; set free of the very thought of them;
from the crippling effects of remorse, and ushered through
doors of a new beginning.

Such hope was evoked by the Christian message of forgiveness
based upon the saviorhood of Christ. But the saviorhood of Christ was
itself based upon the fact of His resurrection;
for the resurrection
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means that the sin which nailed Him to the cross and sent Him to
the tomb was powerless to keep Him there. The cross itself has become the symbol of the Lords triumph.
His resurrection
from the
dead means that there sin met its match and was defeated; that the
believing sinner who will, "Repent, and be baptized . . . in the name
of Jesus Christ for the remission of sins" (Acts 2:38) is free of his
past. He is not only saved from his past sins, but he is also saved to a
new, different, and fuller life.
That power, which can and does change the human heart and
life, was triumphantly demonstrated in the resurrection of Jesus Christ
from the dead. How foolish, then, those ancient Corinthians were,
and how foolish their modern counterparts, in the fact of such urgent
and vital necessity, to question the resurrection from the dead of the
Lord Jesus Christ. If Christ be not risen, your faith is futile and you
are still in your sins. If that is true, then goodby to mankind's highest
aspirations and fairest hopes. But thank God, it is not true!
Finally,
the

Paul stressed

hope of reunion

with

that
our

if Christ be not risen death remainsHis words,
loved ones is an illusion.

"Then they also which are fallen asleep in Christ are perished,"
when read to the members of the church in Corinth, must have rung
like a bell tolling for the dead. His words meant that if Christ be not
risen, then their dear departed ones had perished.
If it were not possible to conceive that Christ was raised from the dead, why should their
loved ones survive?
What guarantee is there, if Christ is not risen,
that our loved ones will live again? Would it not be nearer the truth
to reason that their life is snuffed out like a candle?
Shakespeare
has faced the issue in the tragedy of MacBeth.
To-morrow, and to -morrow, and to-morrow,
Creeps in this petty pace from day to day,
To the last syllable of recorded time;
And all our yesterdays have lighted fools
The way of dusty death.
Out, out, brief candle!
(Act V, scene 5)
If the cross and the tomb were the end of Jesus, the whole idea
of a general resurrection, the central theme of Christianity, is jeopardized. It means that the love in human hearts, which longs with utterable yearning
.for the touch of a vanished hand,
And the sound of a voice that is still,
only adds to the agony. The chasm is fixed, and none may cross it if
there is no resurrection
of the dead. Love and immortal longings are
finished forever. If Christ be not risen the gospel is preached in vain,
forgiveness is an illusion, remorse lingers on to the end of earthly
days, immortality is a forlorn hope, and men shall never see their loved
ones again.
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But Paul has had enough of shadows and sighs. Having clarified
for the Corinthians the consequences
of di sbeli ef in the Lord 's resurrection, he now changes his colors. The great hopes inspired by the
gospel will indeed fade; but they will fade like the stars in the glory
of the morning sun. And the sunlight bursts forth upon us as Paul
shouts, "But now is Christ risen from the dead, and become the first
fruits of them that slept" (I Corinthi a ns 15:20).
A God of love and power, who cares for men to the
cross of Christ, wil not let His care for them end with
need never again question His love. Nor need they ever
the power of God. The Giver of Life is the almighty
death, and they may safely trust themselves to Him.

extent of the
death.
They
again question
Conqueror ot

This world is not a road that leads nowhere.
Everything points
forward to a great consummation
in which God's eternal truths, His
justi ce, His love and power will find their fullest expression.
That
will be heaven . Those who commit themseleves to such a God, no mat·
ter what befalls, are in His sure and steady hands. He is equal to any
emergency, and they will participate
in His victory.
Forgiveness is real. Sin was defeated, and its power broken, when
Christ rose from the dead. Man's spirit can, if he will obey the Lord,
be free forever.
Death is vanquished.
Saints and martyrs and humble, loyal fol·
lowers of the Christ, all who have obeyed . Him and have passed through
the portals of death, are in His safekeeping. Love tells the truth when
it yearns for the sight and companionship of the loved ones who have
gone before . The resurrection
of J e sus Christ is the pledge that love
will be victorious;
In the upper room on the night in which He was
and . quietly, with
betrayed the Master told His disciples confidently
superb fa ith, that He would see them again. That pledge was kept,
and it will be kept when the Lord returns, for "every eye shall see
him" (Revelation
1: 7).
He becomes "that author of eternal salvation unto all them that
obey him" (Hebrews 5:9), and He is waiting at this very moment to
receive you. Do you believe th at He is the Son of God? If so, will
you repent of your sins, confess His sonship before men, and put
Him on in baptism?
These obedient acts will prove your trust in Him
and they will demonstrate
that you "walk by faith" here that you may
"walk by sight" hereafter.

The INTEREPRTER'S BIBLE was of inestimable
James D. Willeford .

help in the preparation

of this sermon.-
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Let Us Join Hands
We believe that the grea t opportunity afforded !he Highland Church of Christ to carry
the gospel by radio and television around the world is one of the great challenges of our gen •
eralion. The only way the great opportunity of broadcasting and telecasting the Herald of
Truth on 775 radio and television stations In 1960 can be met is by the liberal and willing
support of many of us.
We humbly ask that sister congregations prayerfully consider this great work and, If
at all possible , let the Highland eldecs know at once of plans to assist them in this radio and
television work . Lei us join hands.
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